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Let’s start with a story…

E
dward is a people person – that’s the whole reason for his career  
in human resources. He’s okay with a computer, but he decided long ago  
he wasn’t going to spend his time hunched in front of a desktop monitor  

in a cubicle trying to make one number match another.

He’d much rather be across a desk from a prospective employee or even diffusing 
a tense situation in the office. But when the head of HR wants a full breakdown 
of every employee – with detailed charts - he almost wishes he had a difficult 
conversation to distract him.

When the employees he loves are just names and numbers, he can’t sort the 
information into anything he finds useful, and it loses all meaning. Edward  
checks his watch – he has an interview in ten minutes and he’s done almost 
nothing to prepare. He’s not sure where the time’s gone.

The prospective hire is in accounting, and half the questions that department  
gave Edward are just as complicated as the work he’s been doing all day.  
At one point, he asks the kid — Lisa, a recent college grad — about her  
familiarity with Excel.

“Oh, yeah, no problem,” she says. “I love Excel – I think it’s pretty easy.”

He looks at her sideways - she has to be joking. “Easy?”

“Totally!” After a moment, she realizes he disagrees. “What, why?”

He shakes his head. “I’ve been fighting this database all day.”

“Do you mind if I take a look?” 
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He looks at her, then shrugs. “Sure.” He closes out of files with sensitive 
information and turns his monitor so they can both see it. He offers her the 
mouse and she turns the keyboard as well. “My boss wants to see all this 
information in both a table in a chart. I’m not even sure what those are.”

“No problem.” Her fingers dance across the keyboard and – barely touching 
the mouse – she sorts the sample information into color-coded tables  
and charts. He’s reminded of hackers in television shows.

“Wait,” he says. “Can you go back and show me what you did?”

As she does, he’s shaking his head in disbelief. She makes it sound so  
simple. After the interview, he opens up his personnel database and  
applies the same rules. It doesn’t take long before he’s completed his task –  
two days ahead of schedule.

Needless to say, he recommended Lisa for the job.

This is what she told him: “Tables let you organize your data  
in a meaningful way…”
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Creating and Using Tables
If you convert a range of cells into a Table, you automatically gain useful 
formatting features and management tools, as well as the ability to copy 
formulas and create better charts. 

Below are two identical lists, except that the second list has been  
converted into a Table. 

The obvious difference in the two lists is that every other row in the Table  
is shaded (these are called banded rows) and that there are filter arrows  
next to each entry in the title row.
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•  After positioning the active cell within a complete range of data,  
you can convert the range into a Table in one of four ways:

 1. Press Ctrl+t

 2. Press Ctrl+l (the letter L)

 3.  Click the Format as Table button in the Style group  
on the Home tab of the Ribbon

 4.  Click the Table button in the Tables group  
on the Insert tab of the Ribbon

•  If you type in a cell immediately to the right  
of the last title in the Table, that cell and  
its column automatically become part of the table.

•  If you add data to the first row below a Table,  
that row automatically becomes part of the table.

•  If you insert or delete rows within a Table,  
the banded rows color scheme is adjusted automatically.

•  If you type a formula, Excel copies that formula automatically  
into every other cell in that column within the Table.

•  A contextual Design tab in the ribbon (shown on the next page)  
provides special formatting for banded rows/columns,  
total rows, and both first and last columns.
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As you scroll down in a Table, column letters are replaced  
with field header names. This makes it far easier to keep track  
of what the data signifies.

Designer-quality, 
professional formatting 

options are just  
a click away

Use one of the 60 styles 
shown to the right  
or design your own 

 Table style.
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How to Create a Chart in Excel
Excel can calculate just about anything if you enter the right formula.  
To find a percentage, you would use the formula: =Cell1/Cell2  
and then be sure to change the formatting to Percentage.

Excel charts really start getting into unlocking the power of Excel.  
Charts can be used to produce reports, analyze data and make  
quick decisions at a glance.

Building Charts
Quick Chart Creation

To create a chart, first select 
the cells in your worksheet 
that contain the information 
you want depicted in the 
chart. Usually, worksheet data 
(as in the range B3:D8 to the 
right) designed for charts has 
identifying information in a row across the top of the cells (as in Row 2)  
and in a column on the left side of the cells (as in Column A).  
Be sure to include this row and column as you select the range you want  
to see depicted in a chart – highlight the cells A2:D8. 

To select data from non-adjacent cells, use the Ctrl key to select  
these ranges. All of these ranges must be on the same worksheet. 
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If you need to create a chart from data on separate sheets, first create 
a chart with some data and then copy and paste the data from other 
worksheets. You can create charts that are displayed on the same worksheet 
as the source data or on a separate chart sheet. There are advantages  
and disadvantages to both locations and you can easily change  
the location of a chart.

Pro Tip: Although you can include rows or columns  
(such as Column E above) that contain totals,  

these are frequently omitted from charts because  
they tend to distort the chart display.

To create a chart 
quickly, select data  
and press the F11 key

The newly created  
chart is placed  
on a new sheet and 
named Chart1, Chart2, 
etc. in the current 
workbook. 

As seen to the right,  
a chart produced  
with the quick method lacks titles for the vertical Y-axis, the horizontal  
X-axis and a main title but is other wise a readable and useful chart  
created with a minimum of effort.
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To create a chart quickly next to your data, select the data and press Alt+F1

The new chart appears on your worksheet and the Design tab is automatically 
activated. When you click outside the chart, the Home tab becomes active.

Excel’s charting capability is loaded with design, layout, and formatting 
features that would take many hours to fully explore. Whenever you create 
a chart, you have two new Ribbon tabs that open the door to numerous 
methods for adjusting the appearance of any chart.
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The Design tab offers options to change the chart type (column, Bar, Line, Pie 
– 53 types in all), adjust the row/column orientation, change a chart’s layout  
via the Quick Layout button (up to 12 options, depending on the chart type), 
and adjust chart styles (up to 14 options, depending on the chart type).

The Format tab offers even more adjustment capability  
with WordArt, Shape Style options and object placement buttons. 

Using Excel in the workplace can be a challenge,  
but it can also open new doors to understanding your business. 

In addition, great Excel users have an extra tool  
to help advance their career. 
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We hope you enjoyed this free guide, 
and don’t forget to check out other free 
resources and great  
training programs at:

LEARNEXCELNOW.COM

Looking for more training  
for new users? 

Click here to check out our  
Excel Foundations program

Have questions or want more information? 
Please email us at: questions@learnexcelnow.com

www.learnexcelnow.com

